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Abstract
Background: Numerous definitions of neighborhood exist, yet few studies have considered youth’s perceptions of
neighborhood boundaries. This study compared youth-identified neighborhood (YIN) boundaries to census-defined
neighborhood (CDN) boundaries, and determined how the amount of time spent and moderate-to-vigorous
physical activity (MVPA) levels compared within both boundary types.
Methods: Adolescents aged 11–14 years were asked to identify their neighborhood boundaries using a map.
Objective location and physical activity data collected using Global Positioning System (GPS) devices and accelerometers
were used to calculate the amount of time spent and MVPA within youth-identified and census-defined neighborhood
boundaries. Paired bivariate analyses compared mean area (meters squared), percent of total time, daily MVPA (minutes),
time density (minutes/m2) and MVPA density (minutes/m2) for both boundary types.
Results: Youth-identified neighborhoods (1,821,705 m2) and census-defined neighborhoods (1,277,181 m2) were not
significantly different in area, p = 0.30. However, subjects spent more time in youth-identified neighborhoods (80.3%)
than census-defined neighborhoods (58.4%), p < 0.0001, and engaged in more daily MVPA within youth-identified
neighborhoods (14.7 minutes) than census-defined neighborhoods (9.5 minutes), p < 0.0001. After adjusting for
boundary area, MVPA density (minutes of MVPA per squared meter of area) remained significantly greater for
youth-identified neighborhoods (2.4 × 10-4 minutes/m2) than census-defined neighborhoods (1.4 × 10-4 minutes/m2),
p = 0.02.
Conclusions: Adolescents perceive their neighborhoods to be similar in size to census-defined neighborhoods.
However, youth-identified neighborhoods better capture the locations in which adolescents spend time and
engage in physical activity. Asking adolescents to identify their neighborhood boundaries is a feasible and
valuable method for identifying the spaces that adolescents are exposed to and use to be physically active.
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Background
Environmental factors are thought to play an important
role in child and adolescent health. A policy statement
on the built environment from the American Academy
of Pediatrics Committee on Environmental Health recognized the ability of the environment to affect children’s
health and lives [1]. Not surprisingly, within public health
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research there has been a heightened interest in how both
perceived and objective environmental attributes influence
youth’s behavior patterns and health outcomes, including
food purchasing behaviors [2], obesity [3-5], and physical
activity [6-8]. Efforts have been made to establish standardized methods of quantifying various place characteristics, such as greenness, food environment, mixed land use,
and street connectivity. However, there is little consensus
on how best to identify and operationalize relevant areas
of exposure.
Researchers have recognized the importance of accurately defining neighborhood and the challenges in doing
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so. Historically, place effects research has relied on neighborhood proxies including census and administrative
boundaries [5,9], predefined Euclidean and street network
buffers around the home or school area [2,6-8,10-13], and
resident report of easy walking or driving distance [14,15].
Recent reviews of the environmental effects literature
found an overwhelming dependence on administrative
units [16-18], a trend also reflected in adolescent physical
activity research [19-21]. While using census boundaries
and predetermined buffers may be a convenient means of
approximating neighborhood, these proxies are inadequate in identifying the various spaces that individuals
travel to and are exposed to and thereby the factors that
may impact health [22-25].
One challenge in studying place effects on health and behavior arises from the uncertain geographic context problem
(UGCoP), a lack of certainty as to which geographic contexts truly influence an individual [25]. As a result, researchers have emphasized looking beyond proximate,
residential neighborhoods to consider the multiplicity of activity spaces that an individual is exposed to on a day-today basis [24,26,27]. More recently, research has explored
new ways to better capture and think about the spaces in
which individuals spend their time, ranging from the use of
Global Positioning System (GPS) devices [28-33] to consideration of varying levels of neighborhood aggregation [34].
Another approach has been to account for residents’ perceptions in conceptualizing neighborhood. Studies looking
at adults’ views of neighborhood boundaries have found
discrepancies between resident perceptions of neighborhood and census tracts [35] or buffers [14]. Different variations of cognitive mapping have also been used in youth.
One study asked children to draw and photograph their
home and neighborhood environments, but only identified qualitative neighborhood themes, rather than a
measurable neighborhood area [36]. Others have utilized
mapping to identify children’s self reported travel to play
spaces [37] and activity space [27] as well as compare
hand drawn activity paths and neighborhoods to administrative boundaries [38]. Especially with regard to youth
populations, there is limited research on the efficacy of
these methodologies and little consensus regarding the
most appropriate way to identify exposure areas in order
to measure their effect.
To date, few studies have attempted to account for adolescents’ perceptions of neighborhood and to our
knowledge none have assessed to what extent objectively
measured movement and physical activity patterns are
reflective of their perceptions of neighborhood boundaries
versus census-defined boundaries, such as census tracts.
The aims of this study were to i) test the feasibility of asking adolescents to identify their neighborhoods, ii) compare youth-identified neighborhood (YIN) boundaries to
census-defined neighborhood (CDN) boundaries, and
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iii) determine how the amount of time spent and
moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA) levels
compare in youth-identified and census-defined neighborhoods. Though this study explored the delineation of
neighborhood boundaries, our intention was not to limit
the notion of neighborhood to solely residential spaces.
Rather, our aim was to broaden the scope of what constitutes neighborhood by additionally including nonresidential activity spaces.

Methods
Participants

We recruited 32 non-Hispanic white, non-Hispanic
black, and Hispanic adolescents aged 11–14 years who
were residents of three towns located in the greater
Boston, Massachusetts area. Subjects were recruited from
a local community health center and a community recreation center. Informed consent along with child assent
were obtained from each family prior to participation.
This study was approved by the Partners HealthCare
Institutional Review Board.
Location and physical activity data collection and
measures

Each subject was asked to wear an elastic belt around
the hip equipped with a GPS receiving unit (QStarz BTQ1000XT) to record location and an accelerometer
(GT3X; ActiGraph LLC) to record physical activity. Both
devices were set to record in 30 second epochs, with their
internal clocks synchronized to the Universal Time Clock.
Subjects were asked to wear the belt for two separate
weeks (5 weekdays and 2 weekend days) between May 2011
and May 2012 and were instructed to wear the belt at all
times except during water activities (e.g. bathing, swimming,
etc.) and sleep hours. To account for seasonality, GPS and
accelerometer data were collected during both a warm and
cold season. Participants were given a charger for the GPS
unit and instructed to charge the device overnight. Selfreported age (date of birth), sex, and race/ethnicity were
obtained along with home and school address.
Neighborhood map design

Maps (17″ × 22″) were created in ArcMap 10 (ESRI,
Redlands, Calif) using the ESRI World Street Map basemap layer (updated July 2012) at a zoom scale of 1:22,000.
The basemap contained major and minor roads, highways,
railways, water features, administrative boundaries, cities,
parks, and landmarks [39]. This map size and zoom were
selected to achieve adequate street and landmark detail
in addition to some geographic breadth. Each subject’s
map included his/her town of residence and bordering
towns. Massachusetts’ Town Boundaries, MBTA Rapid
Transit Lines and Stations, and Schools (PK-High School)
were mapped for orientation purposes using data from
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MassGIS [40]. Each subject’s home and school were geocoded and also identified on the map.

(≥2296 counts-per-minute, CPM) and non MVPA (<2296
CPM), based on age-appropriate cut-points [41,42].

Neighborhood map data collection and measures

GIS data processing

Each subject met individually with a trained research
staff member between October 2012 and January 2013
and was provided with a map and instructions which
were reviewed aloud. Subjects were asked to outline on
the map the area(s) that they considered to be part of
their neighborhood and were told that they could outline
one or several area(s). Subjects were instructed to completely enclose all outlined areas and were assured that
there was no single right or wrong answer. Subjects were
told to inquire with research staff if there was an area
that they wished to include, but could not locate on the
map. Neighborhood was defined for subjects as “the area
(s) in which you live and where you spend your time”.

Each subject’s completed map was scanned, imported
into ArcMap, and georeferenced. Youth-identified neighborhood (YIN) outlines were manually traced to create
neighborhood polygons. Census-defined neighborhood
(CDN) polygons were created for each subject based on
his/her census tract using Massachusetts census data obtained from MassGIS. Bodies of water were excluded
from both subject polygons and census tract polygons.
Area (in meters squared) was calculated for each subject’s YIN and CDN boundaries in addition to the number of combined GPS and accelerometer datapoints that
fell within each subject’s two boundary types (Figure 1).
Analysis

Data processing
Data merging and processing

Each subject’s GPS and accelerometer output files were
manually reviewed by study personnel upon return to
ensure that both output files contained adequate data
for analysis. The two files were joined and location and
physical activity data were matched based on date and
time. Joined datasets were validated and cleaned using a
multistep approach: 1) a valid hour of combined data
was required to have a minimum of 10% non-zero accelerometer epochs with matching GPS datapoints, 2) a
valid day of combined data was required to have at least
2 valid hours, 3) a valid dataset was required to have at
least 2 valid weekdays and 1 valid weekend day of combined data. Datasets that met the minimum inclusion
criteria were then cleaned to exclude days and/or hours
of non-wear as defined by the validation criteria above
using steps 1 and 2. For instances in which any accelerometer datapoint did not have a corresponding GPS point,
the missing latitude and longitude were imputed using the
last previously recorded location. In order to avoid imputation errors, datasets were manually inspected and data
were removed when there was i) imputation of GPS data
from a prior day (to avoid day cross over) or ii) prolonged
missing GPS data (>2 consecutive hours) during nonschool hours. These criteria were chosen to avoid potential erroneous imputation during non-school hours, as we
could not ensure that prolonged periods of consecutive
missing GPS data were due to indoor signal loss, rather
than GPS malfunction or battery depletion. The joined
data were collapsed into 1 minute epochs and overnight
hours (12 am-5 am) were removed from analyses.
Physical activity classifications

Accelerometer data were classified into two intensity categories: moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA)

Descriptive statistics were used to calculate the area in
meters squared of census-defined and youth-identified
neighborhoods, the percent overlap between CDN and
YIN (% of YIN area that fell within CDN boundaries),
the mean daily minutes of MVPA in CDN and YIN, and
the percent of total time spent in CDN and YIN. To adjust
for boundary area and measure the distribution of time
spent and MVPA across the two boundary types, time
density (minutes/m2) and MVPA density (minutes/m2)
were calculated by dividing subjects’ total time spent and
total minutes of MVPA within CDN and YIN by their
respective boundary areas. Paired bivariate analyses using
non-parametric Wilcoxon tests compared mean areas for
YIN and CDN boundaries, mean daily minutes of
MVPA, and mean percent of total time per boundary
type, as well as mean MVPA density and time density
per boundary type.

Results
Thirty-two subjects were invited and agreed to participate in the study. One subject had difficulty following
study instructions and inspection of the neighborhood
map revealed that the data provided were not adequate
for interpretation and the subject was therefore excluded
from further analyses. The mean age of the remaining
thirty-one subjects was 12 years, with 9 (29%) male, 14
(45%) white, 6 (19%) black, 11 (35%) Hispanic or Latino.
Mean daily minutes of MVPA per subject was 21.1
(SD 11.7). On average, subjects provided 389.5 minutes
(range: 178.8-600.6) of raw, matching GPS and accelerometer data per day. After imputation of missing location data, subjects had an average of 656.6 minutes
(range: 504.2-779.8) of combined GPS and accelerometer
data per day.
Twenty seven subjects outlined multiple noncontiguous
areas to represent their neighborhoods. Thirty subjects
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Figure 1 Example of GIS maps of neighborhood boundaries and combined GPS and accelerometer datapoints. Figure Legend: Census-Defined
Neighborhood boundaries (outlined in red), Youth-Identified Neighborhood boundaries (outlined in blue) and combined location and physical activity
data (green points).

identified areas that fell at least partly outside of their
census-defined neighborhood (Figure). On average, 31.2%
of subjects’ self-identified neighborhood area fell within
their census tract boundaries (range: 4.7%-87.6%). Of the
31 subjects’ neighborhood boundaries, 29 YIN boundaries

included subjects’ school locations, whereas only 7 CDN
did so.
The results of the neighborhoods’ descriptive characteristics are presented in the Table 1. The mean area for
YIN (1,821,705 m2) was not significantly different than
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Table 1 Census-Defined Neighborhood (CDN) and
Youth-Identified Neighborhood (YIN) characteristics
Area (m2)
Percent of daily time
Daily MVPA (minutes)

CDN

YIN

1,277,181

1,821,705

0.30

58.4

80.3

<0.0001
<0.0001

p-value

9.5

14.7

Time density (minutes/m2)

5.7x10-3

8.0x10-3

0.19

2

-4

-4

0.02

MVPA density (minutes/m )

1.4x10

2.4x10

MVPA = moderate-to-vigorous physical activity.

the mean area for CDN (1,277,181 m2), p = 0.30. Despite
being comparable in size, adolescents spent significantly
more of their overall time within self-identified neighborhood boundaries (80.3%) than census-defined boundaries (58.4%), p < 0.0001. On average, adolescents also
engaged in more daily MVPA within YIN (14.7 minutes)
than CDN (9.8 minutes), p < 0.0001. After adjusting for
boundary area, there were no differences in time density
for youth-identified (5.7 × 10-3 minutes/m2) and censusdefined neighborhoods (8.3 × 10-3 minutes/m2), p = 0.19,
though MVPA density was significantly greater for YIN
(2.4 × 10-4 minutes/m2) than CDN (1.4 × 10-4 minutes/m2)
boundaries, p = 0.02.

Discussion
Despite increasing interest in how youth’s environments
affect their health, there remains little agreement as to
how best to operationalize and measure exposure areas
in this population. This study tested the feasibility of
asking adolescents to identify what they perceived to be
their residential neighborhood and activity spaces and
looked at how youth-identified neighborhood boundaries
compare to census tract boundaries, which are commonly
used in studying neighborhood effects. We found this to
be not only feasible, but a valuable, novel method for identifying neighborhood boundaries in this age group.
Though past research on neighborhood environments
has traditionally focused on residential neighborhoods,
the current study aimed to expand the notion of neighborhood to better incorporate the multiplicity of spaces
in which adolescents spend time. It is well recognized
that daily activities frequently occur outside of residential neighborhoods and that shifting focus to activity
spaces may allow for a more thorough understanding of
environmental exposures [24,26,43]. We aimed to consider both residential neighborhoods and non-residential
activity spaces concurrently by prompting adolescents to
identify the spaces in which they live and where they
spend time.
Our results suggest that youth-identified neighborhood
area(s) are similar in size to census tracts. However, unlike
census-defined neighborhoods which consist of a single
administrative unit (the census tract), a majority of youth-
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identified neighborhoods consisted of multiple noncontiguous areas. A similar study which asked late adolescent
males to identify their neighborhoods also found some
evidence of this pattern [38]. Though not surprising, this
finding emphasizes the inadequacy of using a single
discrete geographic unit as a proxy for neighborhood, or
exposure area more generally. The observation that subjects spent time within multiple ‘neighborhood areas’ is
consistent with the notions of spatial polygamy and polycentric exposures described by Matthews and Yang [44] as
well as theories of time-space geography [45]. For adolescents in particular, these patterns may be due to practical
and social constraints such as dependency on adults as
both a source of transportation and authority. Furthermore, almost all subjects outlined areas that fell outside of
their census tract and several subjects identified areas
outside of their town of residence. Census tracts have an
extensive history of use in research on place effects on
health and behavior [16-18], including youth physical activity [19-21].
In addition, we found that youth-identified neighborhoods captured significantly more of adolescents’ overall
time and daily MVPA than census-defined neighborhoods,
suggesting that youth-identified boundaries may serve as a
better proxy for exposure area than census tracts in studying adolescent physical activity and risk exposures. Not
only are adolescents’ self-identified boundaries capable of
capturing exposure areas that census tract neighborhoods
cannot, but they appear to do so accurately. We examined
this further by calculating time density and MVPA density
to look at the distribution of time spent and MVPA across
neighborhood area, measuring the minutes of time spent
and minutes of MVPA within each boundary type per
squared meter. These additional density measures are important as area-unadjusted measures of time and physical
activity do not account for the possibility that larger
boundaries may overestimate the neighborhood area while
capturing the locations where a subject spends time or is
physically active. We found that MVPA density was
greater for YIN than CDN, though time density was not
different for either boundary type. This suggests that YIN
boundaries capture more of adolescents’ daily MVPA than
CDN boundaries, with a greater degree of specificity.
While YIN boundaries also capture more overall time than
CDN, they are comparable to CDN in the distribution of
time captured across neighborhood area.
This is one of few studies to ask adolescents to identify
their neighborhood boundaries in this manner. Cognitive
mapping has been used with children and adolescents in
past research, but infrequently to identify the geographic
boundaries of their neighborhoods or activity spaces.
Furthermore, many studies on environment effects focus
only on a single context (e.g. school, home, work, etc.),
while adults and youth alike exist within several contexts
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[22]. We aimed to define neighborhood in a way that encompasses the various contexts in which adolescents
function as perceived by adolescents themselves, rather
than selectively focusing on a single context such as
school or home.
Objective location and physical activity data coupled
with the use of GIS mapping techniques allowed us to
measure the extent to which movement and MVPA
patterns in adolescents are reflective of perceived neighborhood boundaries versus census tract boundaries. The
use of GPS and accelerometer data to compliment subjects’ neighborhood maps is a novel component of this
study and provides an objective comparison of the effectiveness of these two definitions of neighborhood.
Though still relatively new technologies, GPS devices
and accelerometers have been found to be valid methods
of assessing travel patterns and physical activity, respectively [46-52].
This study has several limitations. Though the use of
objective location data is a strength of this study, one
disadvantage of GPS receivers is the potential for indoor
satellite signal loss. School-age youth spend a significant
amount of time indoors (e.g. home, school, etc.), and including the data collected during these indoor times is
important to present a complete picture of where adolescents spend their time throughout the day and the
environments they are exposed to. To capture this
data, we chose to impute missing location rather than
lose a large portion of adolescents’ waking hours. Though
the potential for imputation of incorrect location data
exists if battery depletion or GPS device malfunction
were misinterpreted to be indoor activity, we took several
precautions to avoid such errors, including exclusion of
imputed data from a previous day and prolonged consecutive periods of missing data during non-school hours.
The inclusion of school data may partly explain our
study results. We found that approximately three-quarters
of census-defined neighborhoods excluded subjects’ school
locations. Given that adolescents spend a significant
amount of waking hours at school, it is possible that the
difference we observed in overall time spent is a result of
the inclusion or exclusion of school location within neighborhood boundaries. This further highlights an additional
shortcoming of traditional methods of identifying neighborhoods, which may provide a biased and incomplete
picture of where youth spend time throughout the day.
Given these findings, one practical consideration in identifying exposure areas may be to include both school and
home area.
Though we found that YIN boundaries captured more
overall time and MVPA than CDN boundaries, the
current study did not explore the time spent and MVPA
outside of both boundary areas. Future research may
wish to consider potential differences between CDN and
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YIN environments and those environments not captured
by either boundary type. One possibility is that adolescents (and census boundaries) do not account for the
journeys from place to place, which are likely a significant source of exposure time and MVPA [53].
Our study instructions defined neighborhood as the
location(s) where subjects lived in addition to where they
spent their time, potentially influencing how subjects perceived and drew their neighborhoods. This definition of
neighborhood was chosen to incorporate both residential
neighborhood, which alone has proven inadequate in
assessing environmental exposures, and activity spaces.
Additionally, a previous study using similar methodology
found that when asked to draw their neighborhood on a
map without further instruction, subjects interpreted
neighborhood to mean where they spent their time [38].
This also suggests that while place effects researchers
distinguish between ‘neighborhood’ (i.e. residential neighborhood) and activity space, adolescents may not.
It is possible that subjects chose to include the areas
that they could easily locate, although subjects were
instructed to request assistance from research staff if
they had difficulty finding an area on the map. Another
limitation of this study may be a lack of generalizability
of the data due to both the small sample size and limited
age range and the potential for bias resulting from the
socially homogenous sample (all recruited from community health center and recreation center). Similarly, it
may be difficult to group individuals by neighborhood
area using unique and resident-specific boundaries. Asking subjects to identify their neighborhoods using a GIS
map may require a certain amount of geographic awareness, and likely has a lower age limit. Research has also
suggested possible differences among urban and rural
populations [15,28].
Future studies using these methods would benefit
from a larger sample size and should examine potential
differences by age, gender, race/ethnicity, and weather.
In this study, we conducted the neighborhood mapping
activity only once, though others may aim to assess testretest reliability. We also chose census boundaries as
our comparison measure, as they have a long history of
use in neighborhood effects and health research. However, an alternative approach may be to compare youthidentified neighborhoods to other neighborhood proxies
such as buffers, which are being used more frequently in
defining neighborhoods especially in youth populations.
As GIS technology advances, place effects research will
benefit from new opportunities to explore exposure
areas. One improvement on the methodology in this
study could be the use of a more interactive mapping
activity, such as that used by Chaix and colleagues
(2012) [54], in which subjects are able to manipulate the
map scale and therefore view the map at varying degrees
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of detail. Additionally, future studies may use GIS to
examine potential differences in the built environments
of CDN and YIN areas.
These results suggest that there may be feasible alternatives to using the existing operational definitions of neighborhood, which has implications for health researchers,
urban planners, and policymakers. Though the use of census data and other common proxies may be convenient,
the detriments of misattributing environmental variables
to health outcomes and behavioral patterns and using this
information to shape urban policy and planning may outweigh the benefits of convenience. Being able to better
capture adolescents’ residential neighborhoods and activity spaces could allow for better identification of the factors that affect adolescents’ health and in particular their
physical activity patterns. Furthermore, the capacity to
better identify the spaces used by adolescents could allow
policymakers and urban planners to more appropriately
allocate resources and target changes in the environment.
Considering the increasing interest in how environments
affect health outcomes in children and adolescents, further investigation into better ways to identify exposure
areas are needed, especially in youth.

Conclusions
Asking adolescents to identify the boundaries of their
neighborhood is a feasible and innovative method for identifying and measuring exposure areas. Youth-identified
neighborhoods are not significantly different in size from
census tract boundaries, but appear to better capture the
locations in which adolescents spend their time and engage
in physical activity.
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